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ABSTRACT
Increasing re-use in Interactive Information Retrieval (IIR) has been an ongoing aim in IIR for a significant amount of time, however progress has been limited and patchy. While re-use of some study aspects can be difficult due to the varied nature of IIR studies, the use of pre- and post-task self-reported measures is widespread and relatively standardised. Nevertheless, re-use of elements in this area is also limited, in part because systems used to implement them are not able to exchange question, instruments, or complete study setups. To address this, this paper presents a standardised, but extendable, format for IIR survey instrument exchange.
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2 RE-USE IN IIR
One of the reasons often given for the low amount of re-use in IIR is the high amount of variation between IIR studies. Study is used flexibly here to cover any experiment that includes human participants and participant-reported responses. This has been studied extensively over the years, ranging from Tague-Sutcliff’s 1992 [13] analysis to Yuan and Meadow’s examination of measures in 1999 [17] and Kelly and Sugimoto’s review in 2013 [9]. The biggest problem this variation introduces, is that it has not allowed for much comparison across series of studies nor for the aggregation of data from multiple studies to test hypotheses across larger data-sets.

A number of attempts have been made to replicate the re-use structure of system-centric IR initiatives. In the TREC Interactive Track (1997–2002) [6], participants used similar protocols, but tested different variables and used partly inconsistent measurements. The INEX Interactive Track (2004–2010) [10] employed standardised tasks and data collection protocols, demonstrating that shared tasks across research institutions are possible in IIR as well. Nevertheless, the overlap between consecutive years was not as high as desired due to changing corpora, IR systems, and participants. The interactive task in the Cultural Heritage in CLEF lab (2013) [15] and the
interactive task in the Social Book Search lab (iSBS, 2014–2016) [4] further standardised protocols and tools used in the shared tasks to increase re-use and comparability of the results. While the final two iSBS iterations achieved a level of standardisation that allowed for merging the results, the task was not continued.

What can be seen through this process, is that it follows the ideas around standardising the IIR study protocol as discussed by Ingwersen [7] and Kelly [8]. This generic IIR study protocol is structured as shown in Figure 1 and is fundamentally linear, with the exception of the possibility to study multiple tasks together with repeating the pre- and post-task steps. Also, the user-individual differences and post-session steps are optional, depending on the study aims. This does not necessarily cover all IIR studies, but due to the flexibility of the specific information acquired in the various steps, it can describe the vast majority of studies.

The generic nature of this protocol has naturally led to the idea that tools can be developed to ease the setup of IIR studies and in the process support re-use of individual parts in the study. The WiIRE (Web-based Interactive Information Retrieval) system [14, 16] was one of the first to provide a single system to implement the protocol. A similar system was presented by Bierig and colleagues [1]. While these two systems were designed specifically for IIR, the Experiment Support System [5] is a more generic tool, enabling the researcher to develop a range of complex data-driven studies, ranging from simply questionnaire’s to crowdsourcing-style studies and automatically balanced latin-square-based studies. Coagmento v3 [12] is another, very similar system with similar capabilities, but focused more on IIR studies and, as such, better able to support the IIR researcher with the process of setting up their experiment. Additionally there is a range of commercial tools available for building surveys and questionnaires.

While these tools generally allow for re-use of studies or parts of study and both the commercial tools and individual disciplines provide “question banks” to support re-use\(^4\), there is no standard way to re-use elements developed in one tool in another. Our hypothesis is that this is one of the barriers to re-use and this paper proposes a standardised schema to support the exchange of (parts of) studies between systems, thus lowering the barrier to re-use.

3 USER STUDY EXCHANGE FORMAT

While there is a lot of variation between systems and studies, there is basic commonality, in that studies tend to consist of at least one page containing one or more questions. Depending on the system, there is a varying range of question types available, which the researcher can then customise to create their own questions. Similarly, the transitions between pages can either be linear or, if supported by the system, conditional and include branching and loops. The proposed User Study Exchange Format\(^5\) (USEF) will be able to support this variation, ensuring that it can represent a majority of IIR studies.

The core approach to achieving this is to split all parts of the format into core and optional elements. All systems that can import or export USEF must implement the core elements, but need not implement any of the optional elements. This is the case for the data-types, relationships between data-types, and individual properties on the data-types. The core elements have been kept as minimal as possible in order to lower the bar for USEF adoption as much as possible, while still providing a smooth path to a fuller implementation.

To further ease implementation, the USEF uses JSONAPI as its data-format. In particular it uses compound JSONAPI\(^6\) documents to store all aspects of the study that are to be exchanged in a single file. JSONAPI provides all the required structures, including types, relationships, and properties and due to its use of JSON can easily be processed in any programming language.

3.1 Data Types

When it comes to re-using in IIR, the spectrum goes from re-using individual questions right up to re-using complete studies. In order to support re-use at all these levels, the USEF defines four core types (Figure 2) that cover this range: Question, Page, Transition, and Study.

Of these four types, only the Question is core and must be implemented, as it is the only type that is guaranteed to appear in all systems. For example a system that provides a hard-coded study

\(^4\)For example Psyindex for Psychology Tests: https://www.psyndex.de/

\(^5\)https://github.com/biirrr/usef
\(^6\)https://jsonapi.org/

Figure 1: The generic IIR study protocol. As the flow shows, not all steps have to be included for a specific study and the “Pre-task”, “Task”, and “Post-task” steps can be repeated if necessary.

Figure 2: The core type structure of the USEF. Only the Question is required, all other types are optional in USEF. Questions can derive from another Question, to support adaptation and reduce duplication. Page and Transition are linked via two relationships, as a Page has both outgoing and incoming Transitions.
and page structures, would not be able to import any of these structures from other systems, however it should be able to ingest and re-use questions from other systems.

A central modelling decision for the core Question type was how to distinguish abstract question types, such as a multi-choice question, from specific questions such as an age selection question. While the two could have been modelled as separate types, this would have increased the complexity of the format, required all conforming systems to support both types, and placed limits on re-use. For example, one study’s specific question might be re-used with modification in another study, something that is more complex if multiple types are used. Instead the USEF distinguishes abstract and concrete Questions. An abstract Question is one where the researcher using it must provide some settings before it can be used, while a concrete Question is one that could be (re-)used as is. All concrete Questions will inherit from one or more abstract Questions, but can also inherit from other concrete Questions, as detailed below, providing maximum flexibility.

The remaining optional types form a dependency hierarchy, thus Pages need to be supported in order to support Study and Transitions. At the same time, the Transition is not linked to the Study in order to simplify implementations in systems that only support linear flows.

3.1.1 Question. As stated above, the Question represents both abstract and concrete questions. To simplify the creation of both types of questions, the USEF provides a set of core Questions that represent the visual elements of the various types of questions that might be used in a study. The focus on the visual elements ensures that the format can be applied to the maximum range of potential questions, as the range of visual elements provided by current user interfaces is much more limited than the range of potential questions. In order to reduce the amount of duplication, when representing studies using in the USEF, the Questions implement an inheritance hierarchy. At the root of this is the USEFQuestion, which provides the fundamental properties shared by all questions. Based on this, the USEF then provides the eight core Questions listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: The nine core abstract Questions provided by the USEF. All inherit from the root USEFQuestion.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>USEFQuestion</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>USEFText</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>USEFSingleLineInput</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>USEFMultiLineInput</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>USEFSingleChoice</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>USEFMultiChoice</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>USEFSingleChoiceGrid</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>USEFMultiChoiceGrid</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>USEFHidden</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each of the abstract types listed in Table 1 is configurable via properties and for each property the USEF supports three possible values:

- null - indicating that this property is not used by this Questions,
- [user:xxxx] - indicating that the value for this property is to be acquired from the researcher when setting up a study. Three types of input are defined in the format: single value, multi-line text, and multiple values. Depending on the input type specified, the implementation system needs to provide an appropriate user-input element,
- any other value - indicating a constant value that is to be used for this property.

Properties and their values are inherited from ancestor Questions, but can be overridden by descendant Questions. This is particularly useful to provide fixed values for previously configurable properties. Figure 3 shows an example of how the “title” property could be overridden in different Questions. The root USEFQuestion has a “title” property that is null. Its descendant, the USEFSingleChoice type overwrites this and specifies that the title is a single value to be provided by the researcher setting up the study. This in turn is overwritten by a custom FancyGender type, which provides a fixed, standard phrasing for any Question of that type. Similarly, it provides a fixed set of answers and labels for them, to further improve comparability of the resulting participant-acquired data.

The first two Questions in the example are abstract questions, while the third is a concrete Question that could be used directly in a study, however both types can be used as parent Questions in further Questions. For example a GermanFancyGender question could extend the FancyGender and simply translate all property values into German, to provide a localised version of the Question.

3.1.2 Page. A Page is an ordered collection of Questions, which together form a cohesive unit in the study. These might be a set of questions that together acquire descriptive demographics about participants, but they also might be something more focused, such as a single instrument like the User Engagement Survey [11]. The Questions could be both abstract or concrete, allowing for the creation of abstract Pages.

3.1.3 Study. The Study groups a set of Pages into a cohesive whole. The ordering of Pages in the Study is to be used as the ordering when displaying the Pages to participants, except if Transitions are also provided, in which case those should be used.

3.1.4 Transition. The Transition represents the link between two Pages, the source Page the participant views first and the target Page the participant transitions to after completing the source Page’s Questions.

A Page can have multiple Transitions, provided that the Transitions have conditions specified on them. In its initial version the USEF only supports a single condition type, namely Transitions conditional on responses provided by participants to previous Questions. However, future versions are likely to provide conditions based on a list of data-items, to support structures such as looping over a set of tasks, or splitting based on latin-square assignments.
3.2 Extensions & Evolution

The USEF in its core and optional aspects cannot represent all features provided by the various tools that support the researcher in setting up their studies. In order to overcome this, the USEF has an extension mechanism built in, which has adopted from the Web domain. All extensions, whether they are additional types, additional relationships, or additional properties must be prefixed with a string unique to the system that implements them. For example, if a system called “Fancy” implemented Questions that were conditional upon the answer to a previous question, then that would add an extra type FancyQuestionCondition and add the relationship fancyConditions to the Question serialisation.

This has two advantages. The main advantage is that it allows for an easier pathway for evolving the USEF. Extension elements that become common across systems can then be integrated into the core or optional parts of USEF, which would essentially simply remove the prefix. Additionally, where similar extensions have been developed by different systems, automated tools can easily be developed to translate between the different versions. This approach has proven itself on the web in the definition of the Cascading Stylesheet format, thus is worth re-using here.

Additionally, all types in the USEF have a version property which allows for continuous evolution of individual parts without having to re-release new versions of the whole schema. The versioning system will use semantic versioning\(^7\), which allows systems implementing the USEF to automatically detect whether the version of a type that is being imported is compatible with the version implemented in the system. This can then be used to provide the researcher with choices regarding how to proceed when potentially incompatible changes are detected and also to provide tool support for migrating questions.

4 OUTLOOK

One of the barriers in IIR when trying to re-use existing studies or parts thereof, is the difficulty in moving the components to be re-used between different systems set up to deliver the study to participants. In this paper the User Study Exchange Format (USEF) was presented, which aims to provide a standardised format for exactly this exchange. In order to ease adoption, the USEF has a very low entry-bar and then allows for a gradual exchange of more complex study descriptions. It also provides an extension mechanism, to enable study aspects that are not represented in USEF to be included in the USEF representations of a study.

The USEF is in a very early stage of development\(^8\) and input from IIR researchers and tool developers is sought in order to ensure that the USEF is usable in practice and widely adopted. Due to its generic nature, it will also be of interest to researchers in other areas that undertake user studies (psychology, sociology, ...), however initially the focus is on applicability and use in the IIR field.

At the same time, technical availability alone will not ensure widespread uptake. To improve uptake, publication venues (primarily journals and conferences) need to require that for any accepted publication a re-usable representation of the underlying study is also made available. The USEF provides a useful format for this and its inclusion in such a process would set the stage for improved re-use in IIR. To support this, the project will also develop an online tool for manually generating USEF representations of studies, where these have been created in a tool that does not support USEF.

A second long-term aim is to also provide a searchable repository for these study representations, similar to RepAST [3] for tasks, which will help with re-use of IIR studies and their elements.

Two big questions for future work are how to evaluate the level of success in supporting standardisation and re-use, and the impact of User eXperience (UX) aspects on re-use. In particular the UX and visual design of a study can have a significant impact on the results and the USEF does not cover these. Whether the USEF needs to be expanded to cover this aspect or whether to treat it as a necessary limitation to ensure adoption requires further consideration.

---

\(^7\)https://semver.org/
\(^8\)https://github.com/biirrr/USEF

Figure 3: Example definition of three Questions, showing inheritance between the three and overwriting of the title property, while the name property is inherited unchanged.
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